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By the late dr. karl fixk, Tubineen, Germany. Translate^ by^ Wooster Woodruff Beman, Profe-or of .Mnih-ematics in the University of Michigan, and David Enizene Smith, Professor of Mathematics in Teachers' Col'lej;.:-. Columbia University, New York Citv. With biographical notes and full index. Second revised edition."" *PageV, xii, 333. Cloth, $1.50 net. (5s. 6d. net.)
"Dr. Fink's work is the most systematic attempt jet	to present a
compendious  history  of mathematics."—TJie Outlook, "This book is the best that has appeared in Enj?Ii?h.    It should find a place in the library of every teacher of mathematics."
—The Inland Educator,
Lectures on Elementary
By joseph Louis lagrange. With portrait and biography of Lagrange. Translated from the French by T. j. Mc-Cormack. Pages, 172. Cloth, $1.00 net. (4s. Gd. net.)
"Historical and methodological remarks abound, and are so woven together -with the mathematical material proper, and the whole Is so vivified by the clear and almost chatty style of the author as to give the lectures a charm for the readers not often to be found in mathematical works."—Bulletin American Mathematical Society.
A Scrapbook of Elementary Mathematics.
By wm. F. white, State Normal School, New Pallz, X. Y. Cloth. Pages, 248. $1.00 net (5s. net) A collection of Accounts, Essays, Recreations and Notes, selected for their conspicuous interest from the domain of mathematics, and calculated to reveal that domain _ as a world in which invention and imagination are prodigiously enabled, and in which the practice of generalization is carried to extents undreamed of by the ordinary thinker, who has at his command only the resources of ordinary language. A few of the seventy sections of this attractive book have the following suggestive titles: Familiar Tricks, Algebraic Fallacies, Geometric Puzzles, Linkages, A Few Surprising Facts, Labyrinths, The Nature of Mathematical Reasoning, Alice in the Wonderland of Mathematics. The book is supplied with Bibliographic Notes, Bibliographic Index and a copious General Index.
"The book is interesting, valuable and suggestive. It is a book that really fills a long-felt want. It is a book that should be in the library of every high school and on the desk of every teacher of mathematics."
&	--        Educator-Journal

